COMPLETE PRODUCT OVERVIEW
SOLUTIONS & SERVICES
We are road safety. Since 1995.

The Austrian family owned industry group has a long history in cement production, construction minerals and concrete. Since the introduction of DELTABLOC® concrete safety barriers in 1995, KIRCHDORFER has been a pioneer in the field of vehicle restraint systems.

Continuous development since 1995, more than 250 crash tests on our entire portfolio.
A product range to cover all applications up to H4b containment – surface mounted, pile driven, pinned, anchored or embedded.

**DELTABLOC® SAFETY BARRIERS**

PROTECTING LIVES IS OUR MOTIVATION.

STEELBLOC® safety guardrails by DELTABLOC® outperform traditional guardrail design and quality standards.

**STEELBLOC® SAFETY GUARDRAILS**

TAKING ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE.

Developed to reduce noise and restrain errant vehicles. The sustainable PHONOBLOC® products are customisable, highly absorbent and durable.

**PHONOBLOC® NOISE BARRIERS**

GETTING THE NOISE UNDER CONTROL.

CITYBLOC® is designed as a modular system providing a multitude of application possibilities for a variety of urban traffic areas, setting new standards in urban safety.

**CITYBLOC® SECURITY BARRIERS**

SECURING URBAN LIFE.
PRODUCT SERIES

VERSATILE & SAFE
CITYBLOC Series
CB 120
CB 120 terminal
CB 120 radius 45° / 90°
CB 240
TMB 240
EN1317-TESTED
CITYBLOC Series
CB 240 T1

SUPER-SLIM-TYPE
SB Series
SB 50
SB 70
SB 70P
SB 70B
DB Series
DB 50SL
DB 65S

“2-IN-1” METHOD
DB 80 Series
DB 80S-E
DB 80F
DB 80E

VERSATILE & SAFE
• elastomer base
• modular, flexible, versatile
• RAL-colour railing and accessories
• carries signs, posts and fences

SUPER-SLIM-TYPE
• no screws – no tools
• highest installation speed
• highest transportation efficiency

SLIM-TYPE
• compact dimensions
• fast installation

“2-IN-1” METHOD
• tested for temporary and permanent use
• reduction of project costs

CREATING SAFETY BARRIERS IS OUR BUSINESS.
PROTECTING LIVES IS OUR MOTIVATION.
**FLEXIBLE**
- Modular design
- Efficient installation
- Surface mounted and flexible
- Connect with existing guardrails and barriers

**Semi-Rigid**
- Reduces deflection on impact
- Ideal for application on gravel
- Ideal for securing obstacles

**Rigid**
- No deflection on impact
- Ideal for narrow single-row medians
- PrEN 1317-4 crash-tested

**Bridge Barriers**
- EN 1317 impact loads recorded
- Minimum deflection on impacts
- All "high" containment levels available

**System Transitions**
- Connect different barriers reliably
- Connectable to all DB barriers
- Variable height and width

**In-Situ**
- Corrosion resistant reinforcement
- All containment levels available
- Reduces deflection on impact
- Ideal for narrow single-row medians

**Temporary Safety Barriers**
- Minimum deflection on impacts
- All containment levels available
- Reduces deflection on impact
- Ideal for narrow single-row medians

**Permanent Concrete Safety Barriers**
- EN 1317 impact loads recorded
- Minimum deflection on impacts
- All containment levels available

**Permanent Steel Guardrails**
- Modular design
- Efficient installation
- Small working width
- Modular design

**N2 Barriers**
- SafeLink® Series
- Prodigy S Series

**H1 Barriers**
- SafeLink® Series
- Prodigy S Series

**H2 Barriers**
- SafeLink® Series
- Prodigy S Series
INTEGRATED NOISE BARRIERS

- EN 1317-tested
- EN 14388-certified
- surface mounted

ABSORBER BLOCKS

- unlimited design options
- ecologically sustainable
- extremely durable & maintenance-free

AHB LIGHTWEIGHT PANELS

- unlimited design options
- maximum absorption capacity
- individual rear cover

HB CONCRETE PANELS

- unlimited design options
- maximum absorption capacity
- ultimate durability

INTEGRATED NOISE BARRIERS

- DB NBF Series
- DB 100 NBF
- DB 150 NBF

AHB LIGHTWEIGHT PANELS

- AHB Series
  - Single sided highly absorbent
  - Double sided highly absorbent

ABSORBER BLOCKS

- HB Absorber Series
  - HB WAVEline
  - HB FLATline
  - HB CUTline
  - HB ROOFline
  - HB TRAPline
  - HB CONELine
  - HBX Absorber Series
    - HBX 26.5 FF
    - HBX 27.5 WF
    - HBX 32.5 WW

HB CONCRETE PANELS

- HB Series
  - Single sided highly absorbent
  - Double sided highly absorbent

WORLDWIDE TURN-KEY SOLUTIONS
FROM ONE TRUSTED SOURCE.

WWW.DELTABLOC.COM
360° DELTABLOC® Service
GLOBAL SERVICE, EXPERIENCE & KNOW-HOW

Ensuring highest standards for production, logistics and installation.

DELTABLOC® provides state-of-the-art solutions to any project, whatever its size – wherever you are in the world. We have a proven track record in delivering innovative ideas and the highest product performance in passive safety barrier systems. Obtaining all these services from one single, trusted source means you can be sure your project will be completed to the highest standard.

DB ACADEMY
Comprehensive know-how transfer

DB SUPPORT
Service excellence on demand

DB ENGINEERING
Tailor-made project support

DB LOGISTICS
Quality on time

DB COMPONENTS
High quality standards without compromise

DB EQUIPMENT & PRODUCTION
Professional turn-key production

DB SOLUTIONS TRUSTED
THE UNBEATABLE PRODUCT RANGE
IN STEEL & CONCRETE

With tried and tested DELTABLOC® technology
setting the new standard for traffic safety.